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CELA works toward protecting human health and our environment by
seeking justice for those harmed by pollution or poor environmental
decision-making, and by changing policies to prevent such problems in
the first place. Since 1970, CELA has used legal tools, undertaken
groundbreaking research and conducted public interest advocacy to
increase environmental protection and safeguard communities. As a
specialty clinic funded by Legal Aid Ontario, we strive to help those
lacking the resources to take on big polluters or grapple with complex
environmental threats.

CELA’s Goals
• To provide equitable access to justice
to those otherwise unable to afford
representation for their environmental
problems.
• To advocate for comprehensive laws,
standards and policies that will protect
and enhance public health and
environmental quality in Ontario and
throughout Canada.

• To increase public participation in
environmental decision-making.
• To work with the public and public
interest groups to foster long-term
sustainable solutions to environmental
concerns and resource use.
• To prevent harm to human and
ecosystem health through application
of precautionary measures.

In accomplishing all of these goals, primary recognition is given to CELA’s mandate to
assist low-income people and disadvantaged communities.
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Message from the Executive Director
Each year our team surprises ourselves when we summarize the wide range of our work for the
annual report you’re now reading. Sifting through our activities gives us an opportunity to reflect on
our primary mandate as an Ontario legal aid clinic that advocates for the
rights of low-income and vulnerable individuals and communities.
We had many successes and challenges in 2015. We’re pleased to
highlight this past year’s activities for you. Our longstanding efforts to
seek protection of the environment in the public interest are making a
difference. This year, for example, Ontario became the first jurisdiction in
North America to curb neonicotinoid pesticides and also passed two
important statutes, the Great Lakes Protection Act and the Protection of
Public Participation Act. These are all issues CELA has been working on
for many years.
Whether before the courts or tribunals, or using statutory tools to protect
the environment, our dedicated team represents clients from
communities across Ontario. Our litigation load was very heavy this year and included a contribution
from the Legal Aid Ontario Test Case Fund to assist our clients with disbursements and expert fees
in our representation of the Grassy Narrows First Nation.
We continue to advocate for positive reforms in Canada’s environmental laws and regulations and
respond daily to public inquiries. Using diverse communication tools, including face-to-face
meetings, we meet our public legal education and community development mandates.
This year we said farewell to Source Protection Campaigner Christopher Waffle.
His hard work developing a toolkit for First Nations communities to protect their source water has
become an important resource for all communities across Canada. In September, we welcomed
Jacqueline Wilson as new staff counsel, marking the first time in 29 years we have expanded our
slate of full-time lawyers.
With the considerable experience of our senior staff, CELA makes it a priority to mentor students and
young lawyers. This year we have been able to extend contract counsel opportunities to Erica Stahl,
Claire Yick and Rizwan Khan, all past articling students at CELA, greatly expanding the capacity of
our legal team. And we were pleased to have articling student Barbora Grochalova join us this year.
We are proud of our litigation, law reform and public outreach accomplishments. And we hope you
enjoy reading about them.

Theresa McClenaghan
Executive Director
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Litigation, Hearings, and
Statutory Tools
CELA’s core mandate is to provide:
• access to justice
• public participation in environmental decision-making
We help clients across Ontario by representing them in the courts and
before administrative tribunals, and by using legal tools available within
provincial and federal environmental laws.
CELA counsel conducted an exceptionally large amount of litigation this year
on behalf of our clients. Details of several cases are highlighted below.

Lengthy hearing into leaking landfill near Napanee
CELA represents the Concerned Citizens Committee of
Tyendinaga and Environs (CCCTE) in a longstanding fight
over the leaking Richmond
Landfill located near
Napanee. After several
appearances before
Ontario’s Environmental
Review Tribunal in 2013 and
2014 regarding an appeal
first filed by the CCCTE in
2012, a lengthy public
hearing into this matter
occurred this year. The
CCCTE’s concerns focus on the inadequacy of
environmental monitoring, contingency plans and
reporting obligations regarding the landfill site, which was
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closed in 2011 but will continue to generate contaminated
leachate for decades. Landfill leachate has impacted the
local groundwater in excess of
Reasonable Use Limits, and has
moved at least 500 metres onto
neighbouring properties
contaminating nearby wells. It
contains numerous toxic
chemicals, including 1,4-Dioxane,
a potential carcinogen. The
hearing ran for several weeks in
April, May and June with expert
testimony on behalf of CCCTE
presented in hydrogeology and environmental toxicology.
A decision is expected in the fall of 2015.

Grassy Narrows sues over health threat from clearcut logging
CELA is representing the Grassy Narrows First Nation in
legal proceedings against Ontario, asking the Divisional
Court to overturn provincial plans for a decade of
clearcut logging in Grassy Narrows’ homeland. This
small Indigenous community fears that clearcut logging
will release mercury into local waterways that will
further contaminate local fish and harm the health of
people consuming the fish who already bear the burden
of mercury that was dumped into the river by a paper
mill in the 1960s. Grassy Narrows alleges that the
logging plan will prolong and deepen the ongoing tragedy

from exposure to mercury in their community and
therefore violates their rights under the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms to life, liberty and
security of the person and freedom from discrimination.
This could become the first case in Canada to
successfully use the Charter to protect people against
harm and discrimination arising from environmental
degradation. Legal Aid Ontario (LAO) is providing
additional financial support for this litigation through its
test case funding program.

Water table impacts from quarry dewatering
CELA represents Citizens Against
Melrose Quarry (CAMQ), a residents’
group in Tyendinaga Township in
southeastern Ontario that appealed
a short-term water-taking permit
issued to a limestone quarry. The
group is concerned about the
potential impacts of large-scale
dewatering upon private wells, the
local aquifer and a nearby
watercourse. CELA represented
CAMQ in a six-day Environmental
Review Tribunal hearing focused on
the Ministry of the Environment’s
2014 decision to issue a water-taking
permit to C.H. Demill Holdings Inc.
which allows the company to pump

millions of litres of water out of an
existing quarry to facilitate aggregate

extraction below the water table. In
2014, the Tribunal granted CAMQ
permission to appeal the permit on

the grounds that the Ministry’s
decision appeared unreasonable and
could result in environmental
harm. CAMQ filed an appeal
requesting the Tribunal either set
aside the permit or impose
stricter conditions to protect the
environment and its users. The
appeal was allowed, in part, and
new terms and conditions were
added to the water-taking permit,
which has since expired. CELA
continues to represent CAMQ in a
further application by
C.H. Demill for a 10-year renewal of
the water-taking permit for the
same quarry.
Equity. Justice. Health.
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Success at the OMB –
Board turns down
asphalt plant in
residential area;
agrees with
residents on quarry
setback
CELA represents the citizens’ group
FACT-MB (Friends Addressing
Concerns Together in
McNab/Braeside), northeast of
Ottawa, in its opposition to the
establishment of a permanent hot
mix asphalt plant in a local quarry
that would emit airborne chemicals
and cause odour impacts. FACT-MB
also opposes the proposed
expansion of the quarry to less than
300 metres from local homes. The
applicant, Miller Paving Limited, had
previously operated an on-site
temporary asphalt plant that had
caused nuisance impacts to
surrounding residents, who
successfully sued the company in
Small Claims Court, with the
judgment partly upheld on appeal. In
March of 2015, CELA represented the
group in a four-week hearing before
the Ontario Municipal Board. Expert
testimony was provided by FACT-MB
in the areas of air emissions,
hydrogeology, and blasting. As well,
six residents who live in close
proximity to the quarry testified
about the adverse impacts from the
quarry. On October 27, 2015, the
Board released its decision denying
the establishment of the permanent
asphalt plant. The Board also
ordered a 300-metre setback from
the proposed quarry expansion and
the neighboring property.

CELA staff was always patient with my questions,
evaluated the material I sent, set out clear priorities
and then focussed on achieving same. The biggest
plus was the fact that they communicated clearly,
concisely and in a timely manner. That was so
appreciated. I was always treated with respect and
considered a team member whose opinion was valued.
The hearing itself was an eye opener. Rick and Ramani
were excellent, experienced litigators, always prepared,
always ready with the difficult questions for the other
witnesses. Behind each daily performance were hours
and hours of careful preparation. After working at the
hearing all day, Rick, Ramani and Erica spent every
evening in preparation. This hearing lasted four weeks,
four long weeks of constant work and pressure where
the unexpected could easily happen and inevitably did.
Yet invariably, our team was flexible, calm and
professional, always maintaining a sense of humour.
Because of CELA we were able to mount the best
possible defence against a huge multinational company
threatening our environment. We are ecstatic that we
won the hearing and are eternally grateful for CELA's
work on this case.
Norma Moore, FACT-MB
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Citizens’ and environmental
groups oppose Review Panel decision on
nuclear waste
Since 2010, CELA has engaged in the
federal environmental assessment of
the Ontario Power Generation (OPG)
proposal to construct a series of
caverns 680 metres below-surface to
store 200,000 cubic metres of
nuclear waste at the Bruce Power
nuclear plant on the shore of Lake
Huron. Some of these wastes –
called “low and intermediate level”
radioactive wastes - do not require
extra barriers to shield workers from
radioactivity, although they are still
hazardous. Elements of these wastes
will remain dangerously radioactive
for hundreds of thousands of years,
and some for even longer. In May

2015, the federal Joint Review Panel
recommended that the Environment
Minister approve the project, despite
mounting public opposition and
expert evidence at the public
hearings held in 2013 and 2014 about
numerous technical uncertainties. In
response, alongside over 100
organizations belonging to Nuclear
Waste Watch, CELA called on the
Ontario Government to set aside the
OPG proposal. The groups criticized
the proposal and the federal review
process as “deeply flawed.” A federal
response to the panel’s
recommendation is expected in 2016.

Emergency response
concerns raised at
Bruce nuclear plant
relicensing hearing
CELA participated in the Canadian
Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC)
hearing regarding the life extension of
several reactors at the Bruce Power
facility in Kincardine. CELA raised
ongoing concerns about the
inadequacy of existing emergency
response and management planning
at the facility and for the surrounding
area, chronicling gaps and loopholes
in CNSC safety standards. CELA also
raised concerns about the ability of
the CNSC’s new emergency response
and planning regulations to compel
nuclear-generating stations to provide
adequate emergency planning.

Oxford citizens’ group in long battle against quarry water-taking
and landfill plans
CELA represents the Oxford People Against the Landfill
(OPAL) Alliance in its opposition to a proposed
mega-landfill, proposed water-taking
permit and sewage works
approval in a local quarry near
Ingersoll, Ontario. Previous
assistance focused on the
early stages of the landfill
environmental assessment
(EA), specifically the EA Terms
of Reference that have yet to be
approved by the environment ministry.

In the meantime, CELA has worked on OPAL’s behalf in
seeking leave under the Environmental Bill of
Rights to appeal an environmental
approval that would allow the
company to start discharging
quarry effluent into a large lake
on the company’s property.
However, the Tribunal ruled
that it lacks jurisdiction to hear
the leave application due to a
regulatory exception that applies to
the approval.
Equity. Justice. Health.
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Public interest groups disappointed by Court ruling on new nuclear
projects at Darlington; off-site emergency response concerns remain
OPG’s proposal to build a new
nuclear plant at the existing
Darlington nuclear site was the
subject matter of a federal
environmental assessment (EA) that
began in 2006, involved public
hearings before the Joint Review
Panel in 2011, and eventually resulted
in the 2012 granting of a federal
license to proceed with the project.
However, CELA and other groups
were successful in Federal Court with
a May 2014 ruling that the federal EA
conducted by the Joint Review Panel
inadequately addressed the
environmental effects of radioactive
waste, severe accidents, and
hazardous emissions. This year, at

the Federal Court of Appeal, counsel
with CELA and Ecojustice sought to
uphold this decision. In September,
CELA expressed disappointment with
the Federal Court of Appeal’s
rejection of the previous ruling. The
majority decision of the Court of
Appeal held that the proposed
reactors were adequately assessed,
despite the lack of information on
environmental impacts in the EA
process.
Less than two months after the
Court’s rejection of this ruling, CELA
and leading environmental groups
demanded that the Canadian Nuclear
Safety Commission (CNSC) release a

suppressed study detailing the health
consequences surrounding the
existing Darlington nuclear station in
the event of a Fukushima-scale
accident. In 2014, the CNSC released
an accident study and claimed it
responded to public concern. But,
according to an Access to Information
request, the public study is
profoundly different from the original
draft censored by CNSC
management. The censored study
analyzed the impacts of a
Fukushima-scale accident at
Darlington, but when apprised of the
results, senior management
instructed staff to redraft the study to
consider a much smaller accident.

CELA proceeding with appeal on decision to refurbish existing
Darlington reactors
Greenpeace, CELA, Lake Ontario
effects of a reactor accident causing
Continuing with a multi-year focus on
Waterkeeper, and Northwatch. The
large radioactive releases into nearby
a lack of rigorous environmental
groups’ position is that the EA had
communities. The groups believe that
assessment and emergency planning
these risks must be fully
around Ontario’s nuclear
considered in order to
plants, CELA represents
make an informed decision
clients in legal
whether this project
proceedings against OPG
should move forward. The
plans to refurbish four
Federal Court of Appeal will
aging reactors at the
hear the matter in
Darlington nuclear
December 2015.
generating station. A
judicial review application
At the same time, CELA is
commenced in Federal
intervening in a Canadian
Court in 2013 sought to
Nuclear Safety Commission
ensure federal
hearing in November 2015
Camera Atomica, guest-curated by writer, curator and art historian John
government compliance
whereby Ontario Power
O'Brian, was hosted by the Art Gallery of Ontario this year. CELA was thrilled to
with federal law requiring see that part of the exhibit included media coverage of our work in support of
Generation is seeking an
Canada’s environmental assessment laws and seeking better emergency
full examination of the
unprecedented 13-year
protection for communities near nuclear power facilities.
environmental effects of
operating license and life
major deficiencies and did not satisfy
rebuilding and extending the
extension. CELA is intervening
the requirements of the Canadian
operating life of the Darlington plant
specifically on the topic of the
by decades. A Federal Court ruling
Environmental Assessment Act,
adequacy of nuclear emergency
released in 2014 refused to overturn
particularly in relation to the risks
planning and preparedness.
the results of the federal EA process.
posed by nuclear waste storage and
An appeal was then launched by
management, or the environmental
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Law Reform
CELA continues to be at the forefront of legal research and advocacy to
protect the environment and human health.
Environmental law reform efforts can often span several years
encompassing consultation about overarching policy, detailed legislative
and regulatory drafting as well as the finer points of implementing laws
and regulations. Law reform also overlaps with our client representation
work and directly influences our public legal education and outreach
efforts. CELA often leads law reform campaigns in collaboration with
public interest organizations and other legal aid clinics.
CELA’s law reform work occurs within several areas determined by
organizational strategic planning. Broader efforts can address multiple
issues such as our work within the federally-focused Green Budget
Coalition and the Ontario-focused Green Prosperity Coalition.

Green prosperity groups urge Ontario
leaders to pass proposed laws
Speaking jointly within the Green Prosperity coalition in June, CELA urged
Ontario Premier Wynne and other political party leaders to pass key
environmental bills before the Legislature. Good progress was subsequently
made towards passage of proposed legislation prioritized by the groups
including Bill 9, Ending Coal for Cleaner Air Act, 2015 (ordered for 3rd
Reading in October) and three bills enacted in October including Bill 52,
Protection of Public Participation Act, 2015, Bill 66, Great Lakes Protection
Act, 2015, and Bill 37, Invasive Species Act, 2015.

The Green Budget Coalition (GBC)
CELA is a founding member of the non-partisan GBC, which is comprised of
14 leading Canadian environmental and conservation organizations. Each
year the GBC provides an analysis of the most pressing environmental issues
and makes a consolidated set of strategic fiscal and budgetary
recommendations to the federal government. This year, CELA’s
recommendations addressed the need for an Office of Environmental Equity,
federal action on clean air and climate change, First Nations infrastructure
and a radon remediation tax credit.
Equity. Justice. Health.
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ACCESS TO ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
In seeking access to environmental justice, CELA works to make citizens’ voices heard in
government and before the courts and tribunals. We continued our work this year
researching legislative models for ensuring environmental equity and celebrated the
passage of Anti-SLAPP legislation in Ontario.

CELA celebrates passage of the Protection of Public Participation Act, 2015
CELA advocated for legislation to address the problem of
strategic law suits against public participation (SLAPPs)
almost two decades ago. This year the Ontario
government enacted the Protection of Public Participation
Act, 2015, a new law which largely adopts the
recommendations made by an expert Advisory Panel to
the Attorney General to address SLAPPs. CELA took a

leading role on this issue with other environmental
groups, meeting with members of parliament, cabinet
ministers and government officials. This new law will
protect Ontarians from the chilling impact that SLAPPs
have on people publicly voicing their concerns on matters
of public interest and will strengthen the democratic
process in Ontario.

POLLUTION AND HEALTH
CELA advocates on behalf of our clients and in the public interest for precautionary law and
regulation that considers cumulative effects of multiple exposures to toxic substances. We seek
to prevent harm to human, environmental, and ecosystem health, as always with a particular
focus on low-income communities.

Public Health
Seeking better laws to prevent radon-induced lung cancer
Radon is a radioactive
gas that comes from the
natural breakdown of
uranium in the ground.
It is an odourless,
colourless indoor
pollutant that is the
second leading cause of
lung cancer after
smoking. As an
environmental cancer
agent, radon is in a
league of its own –
among five carcinogens
with the highest
“lifetime excess cancer
risk” in Canada, cancer
risk from radon is orders of magnitude greater than the
next four, including formaldehyde, diesel exhaust, and
arsenic. We issued a radon policy advocacy statement in
time for Radon Action Month in November. It challenges
all provincial and territorial Premiers and health
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ministers to implement a comprehensive package of
policy measures to address radon and reduce lung
cancer risks in their communities.

RentSafe project in year one – baseline research
This three-year initiative, led by the Canadian Partnership
for Children’s Health and Environment (CPCHE), will
address indoor environmental health risks affecting lowincome tenants in both rural and urban communities in
Ontario. The project will ultimately build awareness and
capacity in the social services sector so that low-income
tenants, when faced with lead, mould, pests, pesticides,
radon, and other indoor health threats are better able to
get the support they need to achieve healthier living

conditions. The project is funded by the Ontario Trillium
Foundation via a grant to the
Environmental Health Institute of
Canada, the lead CPCHE partner for the
project and by in-kind contributions from
multiple project partners. CELA’s
involvement includes a survey of legal
clinic staff across Ontario and a review of
administrative and judicial case law.

Toxic Chemical Regulation
CELA responds to proposed amendments prohibiting toxic substances
Along with other environmental groups, CELA submitted several recommendations in response to the proposed
“Regulations Amending the Prohibition of Certain Toxic Substances Regulations, 2012." In force since 2013, these
regulations prohibit specific toxic substances and products
containing them, with some exemptions. Although the
proposed amendments add five substances to the
regulations, they also contain loopholes. The lack of
consideration of the life cycle of these toxic substances or
application of safer alternatives would result in continued
releases to the environment and human exposure. In a
second submission regarding this proposal, CELA noted the
long delay in federal action to honour existing commitments
to regulate DecaBDE in imported, manufactured products.
The proposed regulatory amendments don’t address
DecaBDE in imported goods, rely on outdated information
about DecaBDE production, and fail to account for
production in Asia and use in imported products. DecaBDE
is among the highly toxic class of chemicals called PBDEs
used in three flame retardant mixtures.

Monitoring developments of the
Regulatory Cooperation Council
CELA is monitoring activities and developments of the
Regulatory Cooperation Council (RCC), created jointly
between the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and
Environment Canada. The RCC is focused on reviewing
approaches to chemical risk assessments for existing
substances and notification processes of selected
chemicals for new and existing substances under the
Significant New Use Rule (SNUR) in the U.S. and the similar
Significant New Activity (SNAC) procedure in Canada. The
activities of the RCC have the potential to impact the
Chemicals Management Plan and implementation of the
Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 and the work
on toxic substances under Annex 3 of the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement.
Equity. Justice. Health.
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Provincial waste reduction strategy
CELA has been monitoring and responding to provincial
proposals for a waste reduction and resource recovery
strategy intended to replace Ontario’s Waste Diversion Act
and follow-up from Bill 91 (a revised Waste Reduction Act
that died on the order paper in 2014). We collaborated with
the environmental community to seek opportunities to
promote zero waste goals including waste reduction and
greater waste diversion targets, prohibiting incineration,

and building strong frameworks for extended producer
responsibility and overall waste reduction governance.
CELA advocates for significant changes to the current
governance framework on waste management to ensure
that the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change
has the authority to undertake inspections and
enforcement to ensure compliance with legislation.

Air Pollution
Saying “no” to bad environment regulation
CELA joined other organizations in making submissions
on a proposed regulation that would allow the burning of
waste materials (described as “alternative fuels” in the
proposal) by the cement, steel and lime industries.
While the regulation (now in force) is intended to reduce
greenhouse gases, it may also have significant impacts on

provincial efforts to reduce toxic chemicals and improve
waste reduction programs. Our concerns focused on the
lack of substantive data on air emissions of toxic
pollutants provided from pilot projects and lack of
certainty regarding the waste to be used as fuel.

Encouraging Ontario to act on the cumulative effects of air pollution
Five years have passed since Ontario’s environment
ministry promised to review an Application for Review
under section 61 of the Environmental Bill of Rights filed
by the Aamjiwnaang First Nation, a community located in
the heart of Sarnia’s heavily industrialized Chemical
Valley. In support of this request, CELA joins other health
and environmental organizations in urging the Ontario
Minister of the Environment and Climate Change to take
action to protect public health and Ontario’s airsheds from
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the cumulative effects of air pollution. The Ministry
doesn't currently consider cumulative effects in its
regulation of industrial air emissions although
communities across Ontario are impacted by toxic air
pollutants. In related work, CELA Counsel Ramani
Nadarajah participates on the External Working
Subgroup on Cumulative Air Exposures which was
established by the Ministry to provide recommendations
to address this issue.

Pesticide Regulation
Toxic pesticide globally banned after unprecedented UN vote
Delegates from more than 90 countries voted in May of
2015 for a global ban on pentachlorophenol (PCP), a
proven toxic pesticide and contaminant found in wildlife
and human biomonitoring studies worldwide. Canada and
the U.S. are the two largest users of PCP which is used in
the treatment of wood utility poles. CELA has campaigned

for years for a phase out of PCP in Canada and
encourages the federal government to ratify the United
Nations-sponsored ban (multi-state ratification is needed
to achieve the ban) and explore safer alternatives to these
and other persistent organic pollutants (POPs).

Raising awareness about the dangers of glyphosate
Glyphosate is a herbicide widely registered in Canada for
numerous uses and is an ingredient in at least 169
registered pest control products. It is also believed to
create unacceptable risks to human health. Along with
seven other organizations, CELA submitted comments to

the federal health minister with several recommendations
about legislative action on this substance to conserve
biodiversity, restore environmental quality, and protect the
health of Canadians.

Ontario restricts bee-killing pesticides

Responding to long-standing calls from the public and
conservation organizations like CELA, Ontario is the first
jurisdiction in North America to impose regulatory restrictions
on neonicotinoid pesticides or “neonics” in agriculture. This
highly controversial class of pesticides is implicated in a global
decline of bees and other pollinators.
Equity. Justice. Health.
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GREEN ENERGY
CELA works towards a sustainable energy system that alleviates poverty, promotes
energy conservation and renewables, and reduces health and environmental risks of energy
generation, transmission and conservation, in the context of approaches that combat
climate change.

Provincial government
announces new program for
low-income consumers
CELA is a founding member of the Low-Income
Energy Network (LIEN) and welcomed the provincial
government’s announcement that it plans to establish
an Ontario Electricity Support Program (OESP) for eligible
low-income consumers by January 1, 2016. A home energy
rate affordability program has been a key component of
LIEN’s proposal for a comprehensive energy poverty
strategy since its inception over 10 years ago.

“LIEN has long advocated for a
low-income electricity program;
we’re pleased you kept the pressure
on our government to deliver. As
Minister Chiarelli said when he
announced it: ‘You’ve got our
government’s attention, we’re
listening and we’re taking action.’ …
our government is moving quickly to
implement the [Ontario Energy]
Board’s recommendations [for the
Ontario Electricity Support Program].”
Remarks from Parliamentary Assistant Chris Ballard
on behalf of
Ontario Minister of Energy Bob Chiarelli and Deb
Matthews, President of the Treasury Board and
Minister Responsible for the Poverty Reduction
Strategy, to the LIEN Annual General Meeting, April,
2015
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CELA takes the Leap

Climate Change
CELA and LIEN respond
to climate change discussion
paper

CELA signed onto the Leap Manifesto, an initiative of
Canada’s Indigenous rights, social and food justice,
environmental, faith-based and labour movements. The
manifesto calls for governments and industry to respect
the rights and title of Indigenous communities at the
forefront of protecting rivers, coasts, forests and lands
from out-of-control industrial activity. The manifesto calls
for bolstering this role by fully implementing the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,
with the end goal of obtaining 100 per cent of Canada's
electricity from renewable resources within two decades.

CELA and the Low-Income Energy Network responded
to Ontario’s climate change discussion paper. We
raised climate justice issues by noting the need for
equitable mitigation and adaptation policies. Ontario
must broadly define communities and consider
demographic groups that could be disproportionately
affected by policies such as carbon pricing which
might unfairly burden low-income people.

CELA makes recommendations for Canada’s carbon reduction efforts
As part of the ongoing United Nations climate
negotiations, Canada should have announced its carbon
pollution reduction plan in early-2015. Alas, it did not. As a
member of the Climate Action Network (CAN), CELA
wrote Prime Minister Stephen Harper to offer

recommendations on what a Canadian plan could look
like. CAN made a number of recommendations such as
calling for carbon pricing for polluters and halting
subsidies to the fossil file sector. Ideally, the plan will be
ready for the upcoming Paris climate negotiations.

WATER SUSTAINABILITY
Conservation and protection of Ontario’s water is of paramount importance. In 2015, CELA was
involved in law reform efforts on key water-related issues.

Passage of Great Lakes Protection
Act wins praise
CELA, along with of an alliance of environmental
groups, celebrated the Ontario government’s passage
this year of the Great Lakes Protection Act, which
addresses some of the biggest problems facing the
Great Lakes such as water pollution, wetland loss, and
algal blooms. The new law will allow the government to
set science-based targets to address the most severe
threats to the Great Lakes and empower local groups to
develop solutions to protect their community’s water.

Keeping toxic substances out of the
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River
CELA, along with over 20 environmental groups in
Canada and the U.S., released a report recommending
ways for both countries to reduce toxic chemicals in the
Great Lakes. Among its recommendations: regulators
need to make progress under the current Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA) by expanding the
agreement’s list of chemicals of concern and putting in
place stronger preventative and precautionary measures

This map highlights Ontario - and Quebec-based facilities reporting toxic
pollutant emissions. It was prepared by Aroona Shahid, a CELA intern from the
University of Toronto (Mississauga) for a forthcoming report “Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River Basin Pollution Profile for 2012: According to Canada’s National
Pollutant Release Inventory” (working title).

for keeping toxic chemicals out of the lakes. The report,
Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River Basin Roadmap on Toxic
Chemicals: Advancing Prevention by Promoting Safer
Alternatives, reviewed implementation efforts under the
2012 GLWQA on Chemicals of Mutual Concern. CELA
participates in the Extended Subcommittee established
under the GLWQA.
Equity. Justice. Health.
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Public Legal Education and
Community Development
CELA’s public legal education (PLE) activities are focused on improving
access to justice and are often closely linked to our casework and law
reform efforts. During 2015, CELA staff reached diverse audiences,
ranging from individual citizens, citizens’ groups and service providers
(including staff in other legal aid clinics), to private bar lawyers and
professional associations on wide-ranging topics.

Online tools
CELA uses several communications tools to promote our
work. Each year our website receives about 50,000
visitors. In 2015, we added over 50 publications and blog
posts, over 35 media releases, several new thematic
collections, FAQs and fact sheets. The website continues
to be a repository for CELA’s public materials and we
promote its availability using social media and our e-

Bulletin. Through
translation services
provided by Legal Aid
Ontario, most of our
media releases are
translated into French.

Monthly e-Bulletin
The CELA e-Bulletin goes out to a steadily growing list of
over 2000 subscribers and is forwarded to other
communication channels such as the Your Legal Rights
email list maintained by Community Legal Education
Ontario (CLEO). We also greatly expanded our social
media presence this year on Twitter and Facebook.

twitter.com/CanEnvLawAssn
facebook.com/CanadianEnvironmentalLawAssociation

First Nations Source Protection Toolkits
Late in 2014 CELA published two toolkits addressing
source protection of drinking water in First Nations
communities. The first is a legal toolkit that simplifies
carrying out on-reserve source protection projects. It
contains template by-laws and Band Council Resolutions
for addressing some of the most common source water
threats found on First Nations reserves. As well, CELA
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water campaigner Christopher Waffle developed the First
Nations Source Protection Toolkit in conjunction with the
Pays Plat and Grassy Narrows First Nations to assist
other communities in addressing source water protection
issues. The toolkits were made possible with funding from
the Law Foundation of Ontario and the Tides Foundation.

Legal education – blogging, writing, editing, public speaking and webinars
CELA staff, research associates, and volunteers continue
to blog on important topics and we also host guest blogs
on our website. CELA staff lawyers continue to serve as
editors of the Canadian Environmental Law Reports, a
case reporting series published by Carswell. CELA
Counsel Joe Castrilli is the author of the Annotated Guide
to the Canadian Environmental Protection Act which he
updates several times a year. CELA Executive Director
Theresa McClenaghan updates Ontario Water Law, a 2014
text she co-authored with environmental lawyer Julie

Abouchar, and wrote a chapter on nuclear issues and the
law for a forthcoming textbook. Theresa also provided
webinars concerning Ontario Water Law and the Great
Lakes Protection Act .
In addition to regular engagement with the news media,
CELA’s lawyers, paralegals and articling student
participate in speaking opportunities on a wide range of
topics at public events, town hall meetings, educational
institutions, workshops or via webinars.

Community Outreach - Collaboration Among Legal Clinics
Co-location of specialty legal clinics. CELA’s Theresa McClenaghan continued to provide important leadership this year
as we moved closer to establishing a collaborative co-location with most of Ontario’s specialty legal clinics. We will
move to the new offices by Spring 2016.
Low-Income Energy Network. LIEN continues its effective collaboration with
specialty and general service legal clinics, anti-poverty and social justice
organizations, and environmental groups. Based at the Advocacy Centre for Tenants
Ontario, LIEN will be part of the new specialty clinic co-location arrangement making
ongoing collaboration even more effective. CELA remains on the network’s steering committee and advises on
environmental aspects of energy policy issues as part of LIEN’s efforts to alleviate energy poverty and ensure that
environmental protection goals to address climate change are not achieved at the expense of lowincome Ontarians.
RentSafe. This project addresses indoor environmental health risks affecting low-income tenants in
Ontario’s rural and urban communities. With the active involvement of tenants, public health units,
legal aid clinics, community health centres and other stakeholder
organizations, RentSafe builds awareness and capacity in the social
services sector. The project aims to help low-income tenants faced
with lead, mould, pests, pesticides, radon and other indoor health
threats. Year One of a three-year project (described in the Law
Reform section above) will contribute to the development of outreach
materials in Year Three.
Radon Outreach. CELA continues to raise awareness about the
importance of testing and remediating radon in indoor spaces. This
work occurs in collaboration with CAREX Canada, the Canadian
Partnership for Children’s Health and Environment (CPCHE) and the
pan-Canadian multi-stakeholder Take Action on Radon initiative.
Activities ramped up during the third
annual Radon Action Month in
November.

Equity. Justice. Health.
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Audited Financial Statements – 2014-2015
Canadian Environmental Law Association/
L’Association canadienne du droit de l’environnement

Balance Sheet

March 31
ASSETS
Current
Cash
Term Deposit
Grants and accounts receivable
Harmonized sales tax receivable
Due from Clinic
Due from Litigation and Other
Prepaid expenses

Clinic
2015
$

7,390

214,566

1,214
21,301

46,844
2

NET ASSETS (DEFICIENCY)

113,462
60,000
55,185
1,632

Total
2015
$

335,418
60,000
103,243
22,935

Total
2014
$

489,519

11,166
38,254
230,279

571,016

729,422

62,729

62,729
1,377

261,412

293,008

635,122

742,237

4,351

1,699
62,018
6,815

25,673
148,018
11,166

72,407
188,334
1,559
29,020

109,974

4,351

70,532

164,857

291,320

(29,272)

257,061

222,476

450,265

450,917

80,702

261,412

293,008

635,122

742,237

11,166
38,254
261,412

12,815
1,377
80,702

LIABILITIES
Current
Accounts payable and
accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue [note 4]
Due to Clinic
Due to Other

Other
2015
$

171,677
24,254
29,020
1,559
13,393

79,325
Lease deposit
Term deposit
Capital assets [note 31]

Litigation
Fund
2015
$

23,974
86,000

This information is a condensed financial statement consistent with and derived from the audited financial statements of the Canadian Environmental Law
Association as at March 31, 2015. Audited financial statements were prepared by Campbell Lawless LLP Chartered Professional Accountants in accordance
with the Canadian generally accepted auditing standards and who expressed an unqualified opinion on these financial statements in their report dated June
15, 2015. To obtain a better understanding of the organization’s financial position and the results of its operations and cash flows for the year in question,
the condensed financial statements should be read in light of the relevant audited financial statements, which are available upon request.
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Canadian Environmental Law Association/
L’Association canadienne du droit de l’environnement

Statement of Operations and Net Assets
Year ended March 31

Clinic
2015
$

Litigation
Fund
2015
$

Other
2015
$

Total
2015
$

Total
2014
$

Revenue
Legal Aid Ontario
Grants [note 4]
Royalties
Legal Aid Ontario indirect
payments [note 5]
Interest and other income
Honoraria

Expenses
Salaries and benefits
Occupancy
Contracted services
Communications, printing and distribution
Office and general
Indirect payments
Bad debts
Travel
Library purchases
Equipment
Professional dues
Professional fees
Professional development
Amortization

1,331,628
139,291
29,113

1,331,628
139,291
29,113

1,309,644
97,753
25,283
18,373
28,788
200

20,512
90

1,128

7,923

20,512
9,141

1,352,230

1,128

176,327

1,529,685

1,480,041

46,083

1,129,356
159,829
101,539
22,970
20,774
20,512
16,303
15,585
11,101
9,863
9,345
7,961
4,510
689

1,125,379
146,528
84,821
25,134
17,628
18,373
8,078
18,524
8,245
12,650
8,441
6,591
4,325

1,083,273
159,829
18,561
17,805
13,317
20,512

3,202
12

82,978
1,963
7,445

16,303
9,846
11,101
9,863
9,345
7,514
4,510
689

5,739

447

1,366,165

19,517

144,655

1,530,337

1,484,717

Excess (deficiency) of
revenue over expenses

(13,935)

(18,389)

31,672

(652)

(4,676)

Net assets (deficiency),
beginning of year

(15,337)

275,450

190,804

450,917

455,593

Net assets (deficiency), end of year

(29,272)

257,061

222,476

450,265

450,917
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Thank You!
CELA is grateful for the support of our dedicated staff, board members and volunteers.
We deeply appreciate the assistance and good relationships we enjoy with our clients and
the many groups and individuals we collaborate with each year.

CELA Core Staff
Dominic Ali
Alisha Barron
Joe Castrilli
Kathleen Cooper
Barbora Grochalova

Fe de Leon
Rick Lindgren
Theresa McClenaghan
Ramani Nadarajah
Andrew Pickles

Erica Stahl
Liliana Svartman
Tracy Tucker
Christopher Waffle
Jacqueline Wilson

Contract Staff and/or Expert Advisors
Campbell Lawless LLP Chartered
Professional Accountants
Lin Kaatz Chary
Brad Cundiff
Burgandy Dunn
Alan Dixon

Rob Ellis
Islandside Studio
John Jackson
Rizwan Khan
Sarah Miller
Nina Nakajima

Erica Phipps
Beverley Thorpe
Anna Tilman
Alan Waffle
Anne Wordsworth
Claire Yick

CELA non-staff Board Members
Lauren Alcorn
Elizabeth Block
Jackie Campbell
Lesley Cameron (Chair)
Margaret Casey
Lindsay Colley (past-Treasurer)

Bruce Davidson
Miriam Diamond
Renee Griffin
Isobel Heathcote
John Jackson
Jacinta O’Brien (President)

Grace Patterson
Graham Rempe
Mona Sookram (Treasurer)
Luke Wintjes
Claire Yick

Volunteers, Students, Interns
Ian Arnold
Catherine Bulman
Daniel Carens-Nedelsky
Linguro Chen
Olivier Couttolenc
Rebecca DelZotti
Justine Desmond
Jeremy Dixon
Jennifer Evola
Raeya Jackiw
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Scott Kerr
Emily Kim
Megan Lee
Victoria Lor
Patrick Ma
Nina Mazze
Emily Meuser
Nina Nakajima
Meghan Palozzi
Monica Poremba

Keshab Prasad Dahal
Christopher Rapson
Shaun Samaye
Prasanthi Selvakumar
Aroona Shahid
Lana Splettstoesser
Netta Untershats
Elicia Wilkinson
William Xu

Key Partners and Partnerships
Advocacy Centre for Tenants Ontario
Ban Asbestos Canada
Campaign for Nuclear Phase-out
Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and
Environment
Centre for Environmental Health Equity
Clean Production Action
Durham Nuclear Awareness
Ecojustice
Environmental Defence
Environmental Health Institute of Canada
Freshwater Future Canada
Green Budget Coalition
Great Lakes Green Chemistry Network
Green Prosperity
Greenpeace

International POPs Elimination Network
Lake Ontario Waterkeepers
LAWS Program
Legal Aid Ontario
Low Income Energy Network
Osgoode Law School Pro Bono Program
Northwatch
Toronto Cancer Prevention Coalition
Toronto Environmental Alliance
University of Toronto Law School Pro Bono Program
University of Toronto, Undergraduate Medical Education
University of Toronto School of the Environment
University of Toronto, Mississauga – Department of
Geography
University of Western Ontario Law School Pro Bono
Program
Wilfrid Laurier University

Funders
CAREX Canada
Environment Canada
Freshwater Future Canada
Health Canada
Ipsos Reid

Law Foundation of Ontario
Legal Aid Ontario
Salamander Foundation
Tides Foundation

Equity. Justice. Health.
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Awards and Accolades
CELA Executive Director awarded OWWA tribute
Theresa McClenaghan received an Appreciation Tribute from the Ontario Water Works Association
(OWWA) at its Spring 2015 conference. The award recognized Theresa for service to the OWWA and
the water profession for her work on water law and policy over the last fifteen years.

Theresa McClenaghan receives the Award of Appreciation
from AWWA Vice President Michael Simpson and OWWA
Past President Abhay Tadwalkar./Courtesy of OWWA)
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